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MAINTENANCE FAQS 

How Frequently Is Maintenance Required?  

From a safety perspective, and to prolong its economic life, the regular maintenance of all 

sports hall, P.E. and gymnastics equipment is essential. 

British Standard 1892 Part 1:1986 states that “It is important that all physical education 

apparatus is maintained in a first class, fully safe condition. General maintenance should take 

place regularly. An inspection should be carried out at least once a year.” 

We recommend that all sports halls, P.E. and gymnastics equipment is serviced at least 

annually by properly trained and experienced Fitness Sports engineers. 

Who Needs Maintenance?  

Anyone who is providing sports hall, P.E. and gymnastics equipment for use by members of 

the public should have their equipment maintained. This is to ensure peace of mind that your 

customers or pupils will not be injured due to worn or defective equipment and, unfortunately 

with today’s compensation culture, the onus is on you to demonstrate you have done 

everything you can to ensure the equipment is safe to use and that you maintain adequate 

records that all the preventative maintenance has been carried out by trained personnel. 

This would include: schools, sports and leisure centres, gymnastic clubs and centres, 

trampoline clubs and all other establishments using physical education and sports equipment 

such as prisons, army bases, hospitals etc. 

Why Do I Need Maintenance?  

Regular preventative maintenance will optimise the availability of your equipment. Any 

downtime due to damaged equipment is costly in terms of lost bookings and cancelled 

classes. Regular, scheduled maintenance helps avoid unforeseen downtime. 

The overall life of your equipment will be increased, therefore reducing your total cost of 

ownership. 

Detailed servicing helps spot problems and damage before it develops into a problem which 

may endanger user-safety. Safety is your responsibility. 

To comply with British Standards: BS 1892 Part 1:1986 states that “It is important that all 

physical education apparatus is maintained in a first class, fully safe condition. General 

maintenance should take place regularly. An inspection should be carried out at least once a 

year.” 

Why Choose Fitness Sports?  

Fitness Sports have been undertaking this type of work in the UK for the past 15 years, which 

gives you access to a knowledgebase and pool of experience that is unavailable from any 

other supplier. 
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We only employ fully trained service personnel who operate from our nationwide fleet of 

service vehicles. 

Our vehicles are equipped to carry out most maintenance and repairs on site, with only more 

substantial remedial work requiring equipment to be sent back to our factory. 

Fitness Sports is a manufacturer of equipment, and our maintenance team therefore have 

access to this manufacturing support capability for more significant works to be carried out. 

We maintain any make of equipment. As well as our own manufactured equipment, we 

maintain and service equipment provided by any supplier. We therefore provide you with a 

comprehensive, one-stop-shop solution to your sports equipment maintenance problems. 

Our reputation speaks for itself. Our service contracts are renewed year after year and many 

have been repeatedly won by Fitness Sports for over 15 years. This is due to the quality of 

service that our customers expect and receive. 

What Equipment Is Covered?  

We maintain any make of equipment. As well as our own manufactured equipment, we 

maintain and service equipment provided by any supplier. We therefore provide you with a 

comprehensive, one-stop-shop solution to your sports equipment maintenance problems. 

We can maintain or repair all indoor sports equipment in your sports hall, gymnasium or 

school hall as well as all outdoor sports and play equipment in your playground, MUGA, 

field or courts. 

The only items we cannot repair are the electronic or computer controls of computer 

controlled fitness machines, weight or aerobic training machines. We can maintain the 

mechanical aspects of such machines, but the electronic circuitry must be serviced by the 

machines’ suppliers. 

What Work Do You Do On A Visit?  

We carry out as much work as possible at the time of the visit if we know the specific 

equipment or issues raised by the client in advance. We and you want to avoid the 

inconvenience and additional administrative work involved in organising a second visit if it 

can be avoided. Unfortunately secondary visits are sometimes required, possibly because 

some equipment requires repair at our factory, or a repair may require an infrequently used 

spare part which is not normally carried by our maintenance teams. 

 

What Work Can’t You Do On A Visit?  

We carry a wide range of frequently required spares parts, but if we do not have a required 

part at the time of the visit then we can either take the equipment back to the factory for 

repair and then return it at a later date, or leave you with the equipment and return with the 

part at a later date. The decision is normally based on whether the equipment is usable and 

what would be the lowest cost, fastest method of repair. To avoid these situations it is 
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important to specify on your request for a maintenance visit any spares that you know will be 

required. 

Certain work including some welding cannot be undertaken on-site and will necessitate 

taking the equipment back to our factory for repair (some welding can be undertaken on site, 

so please include details of any welding you know needs to be undertaken on your written 

request for a visit). 

Work on trampolines that requires re-alignment of the trampoline frame must be undertaken 

back at the factory. If You Have A Trampoline That You Know Has A Bent End Leaf Or 

Another Problem That Will Require Re-Alignment, Please Specify This On Your 

Request For A Maintenance Visit – this will enable us to bring a van that will 

accommodate a trampoline so that we can repair and return it more quickly. 

If there are any significant amounts of remedial work that our maintenance engineers 

recommend are carried out and that require removal of your equipment or significant cost, 

our engineers will ask you to call us to discuss those with you whilst they are still on site, and 

subject to your requirements they will take away the equipment at that time or leave the 

equipment with you pending your decision. We will then send you a written quotation for the 

work that we recommend is carried out and then once we receive a formal instruction from 

you, we will carry out that work and return your equipment. 

How Soon Can You Visit Me?  

For preventative maintenance we normally arrange an annual visit approximately on the 

anniversary of our previous visit - we will contact you approximately two months before the 

anniversary of our last visit to arrange another visit. If you are under a local authority 

contract, the period during which we visit you is determined by the authority. 

If you request us to visit for the first time or for a one-off visit then depending on your 

location we can often visit you within two weeks, but subject to where our maintenance 

teams are working it may be up to four weeks. 

In order to schedule your visit with a maintenance team we require a written order by fax or 

email. On your order you should request when you would like us to visit. 

How Do I Arrange A Visit?  

We can contact the customer service on 01295 565 564 or request in writing on our official 

order form. If you wish to use your own order form, then please submit it along with a signed 

copy of our form. 

 

What Does It Cost?  

We charge a standard initial review and report attendance fee per site which is dependent on 

the driving distance from our main office address in Banbury 
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There is then a subsequent visit charge based on time on site and any materials used. The 

annual fee rates are issued with the initial maintenance agreement. 

What Will I Receive For My Health And Safety Records?  

At the end of the visit our engineers will leave you with a copy of the hand written record of 

all the work that they have carried out on each piece of equipment and the office will issue 

you with a full typed and signed maintenance report indicating a detailed explanation of what 

was found, what work was carried out and a statement of the equipment is left in a safe state, 

equipment requiring specific remedial work to bring it into a safe state or CONDEMNED 

equipment to be removed from use. This record is an essential part of your health and safety 

record and should be signed by your H&S representative and returned to us. 

When our engineers return to the factory, we will produce a written quotation highlighting 

any additional work that our engineers have recommended is carried out. This quotation will 

be sent out along with the invoice for the initial visit and work already carried out and a copy 

of the work ticket for your accounts payable personnel. 

Am I Covered By A Local Authority Contract?  

We currently have contracts with some local authorities: 

If your local authority does not offer a group contract, we provide maintenance to your 

organisation on an annual basis. 

I Would Like To Set Up A Maintenance Contract. How Do I Arrange This?  

You do not need a formal contract. If you would like us to visit you annually, please contact 

us and request a service or maintenance visit using our general contact form and we will 

schedule you in for an annual visit. We will then contact you approximately one month prior 

to the anniversary of the visit and arrange a repeat visit if you want to renew the contract. 

We do offer a discounted group contract arrangements for local authorities for between a 

minimum of 10 individual schools and anything up to 50 schools or more. If you are a local 

authority or represent a group of at least 50 sites and would like to set up a discounted bulk 

contract arrangement for the servicing of all of your equipment then please get in touch. 

I Have An Emergency Situation. What Should I Do?  

These situations could include indoor cricket nets jamming in the middle of a sports hall or 

retractable basketball goals sticking in the down position, preventing use of your facility. 

Please contact us as normal in writing with the details we require (see here for information), 

and include details that the situation is urgent and that you are requesting a call out as soon as 

possible. We will do what we can to visit you immediately, but this is subject to the location 

of your nearest maintenance team. 

We Cannot Respond To Your Request Until We Have Received A Written Order – So Please 

Email or Fax It To Us On 01295 253 111 Requesting Us To Call You Immediately. 

http://www.continentalsports.co.uk/contact-us/
http://www.continentalsports.co.uk/contact-us/
http://www.continentalsports.co.uk/contact-us/
http://www.continentalsports.co.uk/contact-us/
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What Are The Terms And Conditions Applicable To This Service?  

It is important that you understand what we do and don't do when we undertake maintenance 

work for you. It is also vital that you understand what our responsibilities are and what your 

responsiblities are. All our maintenance work is undertaken in accordance with our Terms 

and Conditions of Equipment Maintenance. It is therefore essential that you read, understand 

and agree to those terms before placing your order. They are available for download for your 

records here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.continentalsports.co.uk/terms-conditions/
http://www.continentalsports.co.uk/terms-conditions/
http://www.continentalsports.co.uk/faq/category/terms-conditions-of-equipment-maintenance

